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Ada is a 
conversational AI company
that helps SaaS companies 

reduce costs and lower churn 
through automation.
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Today your brand is so much more 
— it’s a living, breathing thing.



EX affects CX

Resilient Employer Brand 

The Power of Storytelling

Empowering your Employees



Employee Experience

affects your 

Customers Experience



... I've had nothing less than an excellent interaction 
with everybody on Ada's team. You guys are 

exceptional in terms of my experience.

Anonymous Ada customer

“

”



64% of consumers have stopped purchasing
a brand after hearing news of that 

company’s toxic work environment.

CareerArc



layoff.fyi Nov 9, 2022

766
tech companies with layoffs

118,023
employees laid off



Certainty

Autonomy

Belonging

Fairness



The Unknown

Lacking Empathy

Uncertainty

Poor Communication

Ambiguity

Lacks Trust



Employer Brand Resilience
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Crisis

Transparent

Retention

Strong

Growth

Confident



of Glassdoor users agree their 

perception of a company improves 

after seeing an employer respond 

to a review.

Glassdoor

62%



How do we earn trust?

Storytelling

They shape and strengthen trust or 

challenge opinions and values
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So why is it crucial for companies to be 
consistent in

good times and bad?

Trust = Employee Retention
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Twitter - less 
resilient 

employer brand

Stripe - Strong 
resilient 

employer 
brand

Rachel Botsman



Scale your storytelling. 
Empower your employees.

“Employees have, on average, 10x more followers 
than corporate social accounts.”

LinkedIn



490 employees x 700 average connections = 343,000 people Ada’s 21,049 followers ÷



Our employees have a reach of 343,000 people. 

This means the potential reach for a post shared by every employee at Ada on LinkedIn is 

16 times more than simply posting to the company page alone.

Ada’s 21,049 followers 490 employees x 700 average connections = 343,000 people ÷
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Who’s employees have the most reach in 
comparison to their brand?



Who’s employees have the most reach in 
comparison to their brand?

106 6 8
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1.2
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What content do your employees want to share?



No Employer Brand Team or Resource?

1. Strong and aligned messaging 

2. Recruitment Platforms 

3. Glassdoor Reviews

4. Gather Brand Ambassadors



EX affects CX

Success starts from within. 

Resilient Employer Brand 

Stay transparent, strong and confident in your messaging.

The Power of Storytelling

Take them behind the scenes

Empowering your Employees

Empower your employees and they will grow your business.



Thank you


